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The slags obtained in this way are always rich in gold, part of which is sometimes in the form of shots, and may be recovered by crushing and panning. The crushed slag is then fused again with the addition of granulated lead, or of litharge, when all the gold is concentrated in the lead. If the lead thus obtained is granulated, it can be used again until rich enough to be worth cupelling.
When by the careful use of a -lO-mesh screen, followed by the squeezing •of the slime in a filter bag, the zinc has been almost all eliminated by mechanical means, very little nitre is required. According to James,1 the .zinc can be reduced to about 1 per cent., and bullion obtained %0 fine in gold and silver without the use of nitre, roasting, or acid. The dry slime is fused in graphite pots with about half its weight of borax, a little sodium carbonate, and" sand or fluorspar, if necessary. The proportion of the fluxes must, however, be determined in each case by experiment. It is necessary to form a fluid slag, but it is diHicult to avoid pasty slags in the presence of much zinc, and hence acid treatment is preferred.
(b)   Roasting followed by Fusion.-—The  dried slime is spread in a thin layer on iron trays, and heated to a, barely-perceptible red beat in the flue of .a furnace, or above a special grate under a hood.    The carbon, zinc, arsenic:, etc., ignjte readily, being in a very fine state of division, and roasting proceeds regularly without,  much  stirring,   which would tend   to cause loss through dusting.    Dense fumes of zinc, oxide are given oil, and the residue consists chiefly of the oxides of lead and zinc with gold and silver and a variable quantity of sand.    A little nitre is sometimes mixed with  the wet slime to aid in the oxidation of the base metals.    Fusion wiUi fluxes is carried out as in the previous ca.se.    The bullion produced is said to be about. 800 fine on the Kami.    The method, like the one previously described, appears to have been discarded, owing to the loss by dusting, which was always an unknown •quantity.
(c)   Acid Treatment.   -In this process, which is of almost universal application,  the zinc, is dissolved in sulphuric- acid  and the residue dried  and smelted.    Hydrochloric, acid is occasionally used, on account of its solvent power on lime and lead.   The wet slime from the filter press is charged into .a large vat and sulphuric acid is Mien added a little at a time, the strength used being from 10 to 15 per cent-.    On the Rand the slime was added little by little to the acid.    Violent, action ensues, and the fumes a.re highly poison-•ous, sometimes containing arsenure.t/ted  hydrogen, and must be carried oil by a good draught with the* aid of a hood.    Cold water may be added to moderate excessive action.    The effervescence is at first great and the vat must be deep to prevent frothing over.
Where white precipitate (</./'.) is prc.se.nt/ in the boxes in considerable .quantity, special precautions are taken on the Hand," including (a) enuilsi-fication of the white product and avoidance of the formation of greasy lumps, .and (b) long contact, say 12 hours, with hot acid in CXCCSB. Some of the •coarser //inc is then reserved to neutralise the acid. The treatment improves the value of the calcined slime. Care is taken that the solution .shall be sulliciently dilute to ptwent the separation and crystallisation of /jnSO.j.7H2O. To aid in this the charge is sometimes heated by steam, and must be occasionally stirred. For this purpose a two- or a four-armed
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